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Select One

FICTION

Craft

GENRE: Select One

Does the author use good
writing skills: strong voice,
good word choice, accurate
descriptions, interesting
dialogue and effective
imagery?

Yes

COMMENTS
These early chapter books have simple story lines that are easy to follow and
engaging, with accurate descriptions of life in a small coastal village and
incidents that this age group can relate to.

NONFICTION
Are text & illustrations

Organization organized clearly? Do they

N/A

facilitate understanding &
engagement?

Accuracy

Are the information &
illustrations accurate? Are
resources cited?

Authority

Does the author/illustrator
have background or
credentials that qualify
them to write this book?

N/A

N/A

PICTURE BOOKS OR ILLUSTRATED BOOKS

Artistry

Are the illustrations
skillfully rendered? Do
they complement &
extend the text?

Are illustrations engaging? Is
Visual Appeal the design appealing?

Yes

1-2 black-and-white illustrations per chapter complement the action in the text.
The full-color covers are attractive and eye-catching.

Landscape, people, and animals are drawn with energy and accuracy.

Yes
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CULTURAL APPROPRIATENESS

SELECT ONE

COMMENTS

Mother is a bush pilot, a non-traditional profession for women.
Do text & illustrations

Partially

Inclusiveness address racial, cultural,
and gender equality?

Awareness of life in a coastal village off the road system.

Cultural
Awareness

Attribution

Does the book promote
cultural awareness?

Are appropriate
attributions made to the
source of the story, if
applicable?

Partially

N/A

Is controversy associated No

Cultural
with this book? (Notes
Acceptance please)

INDICATORS OF EXCELLENCE

Audience

Are text & illustrations
appropriate for intended
age group & audience?

SELECT ONE

Yes

COMMENTS

At 64 pages and 10 chapters per book, the series is just right for children wanting to
move beyond beginning readers but not yet ready for longer chapter books.

Yes.

Kid Factor

Will young people want to Yes
read or listen to this story?

Does the book stimulate

Yes

Engagement imagination, critical

Most children can relate to these simple adventure stories and will find them
entertaining. The books will also stimulate readers' thinking about how they might
respond to the situations in the stories.

thinking, curiosity?

Educational
value? Does it enhance
Relevance curriculum?

Does this book have

Yes

Is the book in print or
available from libraries?

Yes

Timeliness

Topics such as harvesting wild foods, marine life, wildfires; bear safety. It fills a need
for beginning chapter books set in Alaska. The setting provides a window into the
environment of one region of Alaska, which may be of interest to readers in the rest
of the state, as well as Outside.

Battle of the Books

Awards

Has the Book won any
awards?

No
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In these early chapter books, Sam, an eight-year-old boy from Seldovia, Alaska, gets himself into and out of various
outdoor misadventures, and learns something new in the process.

One Sentence
Summary

The author lived in Seldovia for many years. The artist is also Alaskan.

Comments, Notes,
Annotations

Additional Awards & Other Reviews:
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